FORTY     THOUSAND     AGAINST     THE     ARCTIC
N 150 had been a sirigle-enginecl 750 h.p. wooden aero-
plane.   It had a cruising speed of little over 100 miles an
hour, and could carry a ton of mail, or cargo, or four
passengers.   Its wooden structure made it unsuitable over
the Arctic Sea, for the smallest ice-floe could smash its
walls in taking off or landing.   From Igarka, therefore, we
had a large Dornicr Wai, entirely of steel, bought from
Germany six years ago.   Its two engines developed 1500 h.p.
and gave it a carrying capacity of a tons of cargo or up to
fifteen passengers.   It was certainly not a luxury liner; no
country cottage with a veranda;   and  Sadkov, our new
pilot, did not think so either.   There were no seats in the
cabin and no windows from which to enjoy the view.   The
celluloid of the small bull's eyes had lost its transparence
under the influence of low temperatures and the frequent
salt water showers it got each time the machine came down
on the sea.
I sit in the front cockpit as we fly further north across
the Taimir Peninsula.   The service on this route will be
opened for regular schedules only next year.    My fellow-
passengers   are  new   people,   scientists,   prospectors   and
pioneers, who are going on to Nordvyk where a new Arctic
town is to be built.   I am to be present at the laying of its
foundations.    Although   the   temperature   is   not   below
freezing point the onslaught of the wind and the additional
draught from the airscrew behind makes me feel chilly. The
pilot has at least a screen in front of him; but I am carried
across the northernmost tip of Asia in an open saucepan.
I draw the collar of my pullover up to my nose, tie the ear-
flaps under my chin, and bandage my face with a shawl
quickly improvised out of a towel and the leather straps of
my camera,   Goggles shield my eyes, and at last—looking,
I fancy, more like a gangster than an airman—-I can breathe,
as I certainly could not in the full pressure of the wind.
Nor do I sit comfortably.   The small floor space of the pan
is covered with a spaghetti-like labyrinth of ropes for use
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